
Hobbies Content

What are your hobbies? What equipment do you need for these hobbies?

✏ I’ve recently taken up …
✏ I’m an avid/eager/amateur …
✏ I’m really into … / I recently got into …
✏ I’m a big fan of …
✏ I’m keen on/ fond of …
✏ I’m a bit of an adrenaline junkie/ art buff/ bookworm/computer whizzkid/

couch potato/ film buff/ foodie/ geek/ gym bunny
✏ There’s nothing I like more than …
✏ I take lessons in …
✏ I gave up … a long time ago/ I packed … in a while back
✏ I joined a club for …
✏ I love so many different forms of entertainment, such as …

What are your free time activities?

✏ One of my guilty pleasures is to …
✏ I tend to spend my free time …
✏ To unwind / to let off steam I …
✏ I do ... competitively / I enter championships/tournaments in …/ I compete

against …
✏ I really get a thrill out of …
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What are the pros and cons of having a hobby?

Pros Cons

✏ It’s important to explore your
passions

✏ Hobbies are what make us
unique as individuals

✏ They provide an opportunity to
socialise with others

✏ They help you relax and escape
reality

✏ They may keep us fit and have
physical health benefits

✏ It helps take your mind off things
✏ It shows self-drive to employers
✏ They can help you grow as a

person
✏ You can join in group activities

with others
✏ You can find something you’re

good at
✏ We can fall into bad habits and

unhealthy daily routines and
hobbies are a break from all that

✏ They can break the bank/ be a
financial drain

✏ They may be a source of
procrastination

✏ If you immerse yourself in a
hobby too much, you can
become isolated from loved ones

✏ You may be escaping reality and
not dealing with it

✏ You can put yourself at risk of
injury

✏ They can be time-consuming
✏ You can end up overdoing it

I’d like to take up a new hobby. What do you suggest?

✏ … has a wide appeal
✏ If I had a day-off, I’d love to try out …
✏ I suggest taking up …
✏ I’ve heard that …. is great for …
✏ … is very popular, perhaps you should try that?
✏ Well, what kind of things do you like?
✏ If you’re sporty/arty/musical/good with technology, you should try …

Are there any hobbies you’d like to try out? Why?

✏ I’d be interested in trying out ..
✏ I’d like to give … a go
✏ I’ve always wanted to see what … is like
✏ I think I’d be really good at … because …
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Do you think it’s a good idea to turn a hobby into a business? Why/not?

Yes No

✏ It’s a great idea to turn it into a
sustainable business

✏ You can do what you love daily
✏ It can be a physical or mental

challenge
✏ If you possess a skill, you should

show it off and make something
of it

✏ You should stick to keeping a
hobby as a hobby

✏ Don’t mix business and pleasure
✏ It’s better to do a hobby for sheer

enjoyment
✏ It no longer remains a diversion

from stress, instead it becomes
the source of anxiety and worry

✏ The love and passion for the
hobby may wane

✏ You may not have control of
work-life balance

✏ There are too many “what-ifs?”
✏ It may be difficult to monetise

your hobby
✏ It can be daunting to take the

plunge/ to go for it
✏ Financially, the sacrifice can be

worth it in the long run

Do you think hobbies are too expensive to take up?

Yes No

✏ Hobbies should be relative to
your income level and lifestyle

✏ The cost of equipment, exams
and extra training sessions starts
to add up

✏ There are plenty of hobbies that
are free or cost-effective

✏ There are always ways around
costs of hobbies

✏ The majority of hobbies are
affordable, it’s only very elite
hobbies that are expensive, such
as skydiving, polo and scuba
diving
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Collecting is a popular hobby. Why do you think people collect?

✏ I collect …
✏ I have a huge collection of …
✏ I know …, who has a privately-owned collection of …
✏ It’s so hard to keep it up

Reasons for collecting;
✏ For pure pleasure
✏ To show loyalty to a brand/ team
✏ It’s a way of imposing order on the world
✏ Pride of ownership
✏ Appreciation of a brand / team
✏ Emotional meaning is attached
✏ Connection to childhood
✏ As a competitive challenge
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